
Barn Owl Box
We have been working with FPCR and Whiting Landscape over the past year to set up some wildlife

friendly projects in the country park. One of our projects with FPCR was to install a new barn owl box –

FPCR installed a new box within BVP’s country park to replace a damaged disused barn owl box.

Why do we think it’s so important to have roosting locations for our barn owls at Blythe Valley Park?

FPCR told us that “in the UK, the majority of historic roost and nesting sites were found in agricultural

buildings constructed in such a way that allowed this species access to crevices i.e. old stone barns

(hence the name!) and farmhouses. Modern building techniques offer far fewer opportunities for barn

owls to roost and as such, barn owl nest boxes can become an invaluable resource for this species as

their traditional nesting sites are lost.” 

We have positioned the barn own box within the country park opposite the Gatehouse, but in a semi-

private position so not too close to country footpaths. FPCR have said “installing barn owl nest boxes is

a great way for the public to have the opportunity to see these elusive birds, while providing habitat to

encourage their population growth.”

How have we tried to encourage barn owls to roost in the box? FPCR have thought of a way to attract

barn owls to the box… “Before we installed the box we went to a known barn owl roost site to collect

some pellets; by putting these pellets in the nest box it can help encourage barn owls to roost or nest

there.”

We also wanted to make sure we used sustainable material for our barn owl box, therefore we have

sourced a recycled and sustainable barn owl box. FPCR explained that “apart from the nest box floor

(made from sustainably sourced wood chip), this particular nest box is made from 100% recycled

plastic meaning not only does it have an extremely long life expectancy, it is environmentally friendly.

They have been designed alongside the Barn Owl Trust to provide a variety of features that makes

them optimal for nesting barn owl including perching opportunities, ventilation and exercise

platforms for young owlets testing their flight muscles" (more info available here).

An image of the barn owl box can be seen below – so take a look! 

Can you spot it on site?

https://www.fpcr.co.uk/
https://www.whitinglandscape.co.uk/
https://www.nestbox.co.uk/products/eco-barn-owl-box
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A second project that we have set up at Blythe Valley Park is to build an otter holt for the

existing otters that we have in the River Blythe which passes through our country park. 

Otters face varied threats throughout the UK including habitat destruction which is why we

feel it’s important to support our otters at Blythe Valley Park. Whiting Landscape, who maintain

our beautiful 122-acre country park, have built an otter holt for us within the Blythe riverbank

in the park. 

The holt is built from log piles therefore the otters are not exposed to any artificial or harmful

materials. It may take up to 2 years for any otters to inhabit the newly built holt, however it is

important not to disturb the area around 

the holt – which is why it has been set

away from any country footpaths. 

Here is a photo of the completed 

otter holt!
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Bug Hotels
We wanted to find a third project at BVP that would help to further ‘nurture nature’ in our country park.

Many of us are already aware of the rapid decline in the bee population over recent years. However, a

recent study undertaken in Germany has found more worrying results, suggesting that there is also a

dramatic decrease in the number of flying insects. Hans de Kroon of Radboud University published his

findings on the peer-reviewed public journal PLOS ONE, and found that there is a ‘more than 75

percent decline over 27 years in total flying insect biomass in protected areas’, and the decline

increased to 82% during summer months. 

At Blythe Valley Park, we know how important insects are for our country park to flourish. Therefore,

we have worked with Whiting’s who have built and placed 3 ‘Bug Hotels’ around the park, to attract all

kinds of insects, and hopefully increase the number of insects in the country park. Each hotel is built

with sustainable material, and lots of natural materials from around the park – including leaves and

sticks. 

Research shows that being close to nature is also good for our minds. The Wildlife Trusts say, “studies

have […] shown that time spent in forests, by rivers, in moorland, on mountains and on seashores

improve our self-esteem and mood”. Another study published in the ‘Environmental Science and

Technology’ journal in 2010, “found that walks in the forest were specifically associated with decreased

levels of anxiety and bad moods”. If there’s any silver lining from the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s that it’s

helped us embrace the outdoors, the benefits of walking and the benefits that nature has on our

mental health. So why not go on a walk around our 122-acre parkland to see the bug hotels? All our

walks around the country park have footpaths, with natures boards along the routes, so you can see all

the different kinds of wildlife we have at Blythe Valley, and we’re hoping to increase the nature signage

in due course. Don’t forget, our walking routes are still available on the Wellness section on Bulletin

should you need some pointers. 

Below is one of our bug hotels – can you locate the other two on site? 
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